
Wulff Contract is an Approved Hilton Vendor of Window Coverings.   We are a proven 
partner with Hilton properties.  We manufacture the new Hampton Inn Roller Shades and 
Valance!    We make the  Casual and Confident schemes plus we make custom designs.    
And we can fabricate all your BOH and Common Area Window Coverings as well. 

We Get It Done 
The new Hampton Inn Window Coverings are somewhat complicated but we know how to 
do it.   We field measure every room for a perfect fit.   With our on-time professional install,  
your property’s window coverings will be one less headache you will have to deal with on 
the jobsite! 
 

What You Need 
The new Hampton Inn standard for window coverings consists of stacked roller shades.  
Mounted at the ceiling over those dual roller shades is a decorative cornice. 
 

We Have 2 Ways To Do The Dual Blackout  And Sheer Shade 
The easiest way is to do the overlap method.  The sheer roller shade are inside mounted in 
the window casing, and an oversize blackout shade is outside mounted on top of the 
window.  Though it is the easiest configuration for the installer and fabricator, it will not look 
like it was installed properly.  
 
What we think is the best and what we know guests think is the best, is to inside mount the 
blackout shade inside the window casing with blackout side channels.  On top of that is the 
sheer roller shade.     Guests love the true room darkening of this configuration! 
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Key Attributes You Are Looking For : 
Clean, modern window treatments with 
creative details can be a major design 
element in the room. With all solutions, 
complete blackout must be achieved for 
guest comfort.   Sheer roller shades allow 
light to enter the room while maintaining 
privacy for guests.  Window treatments 
provide softness, sound absorption and 
light control. The window treatment is an 
opportunity to add texture, pattern and 
color to accent the room. 
 
Decorative Valance : 
Fabric wrapped  hard cornice outside 
mounted at ceiling with appropriate 
hardware to safely and securely mount to 
the site conditions.   Valance to extend 
over sides of roller shades. 
 
Dual Roller Clutch Shades: 
Our dual roller ClutchShades are made 
with your choice of fabric.   Dual heavy 
duty bead-chain clutch lift mechanisms 
allow a shade to 
be raised and 
l o w e r e d  b y 
pulling a side-

mounted bead chain loop with left or right positioning. Standard bead chain is 
stainless steel. Clutch rollers come with specially designed universal brackets 
that can be used for all types of mounting. Bead chain loops must be installed 
with the provided tension device.    
 
ADA Motorization: 
Motorized window coverings are required in ADA rooms.  A variety of motorization options are available 
ranging from solar and battery powered lift systems to heavy-duty 110-volt lift systems.  Motorized shades 
can be controlled with your choice of handheld remotes, wall switches, or automation systems.   

We Want Your Order! 
To quote your order we need a set of floor plans and which of the Hampton room schemes 
you are using or a copy of your custom design specifications.  We will also quote your  
window coverings for common areas and back of house.   We are pros and specialize at 
making sure the customer is ALWAYS happy.    
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Confident 
Fabrics 

Printed                        Sheer                        Blackout  
Valance Fabric            Roller Shade                Roller Shade   

Printed                        Sheer                        Blackout  
Valance Fabric            Roller Shade                Roller Shade   

Casual  
Fabrics 


